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Part 3: Selecting a Thesis Topic ( Revised 3) 

Experimenting how various texture styles and environmental 

architectures can affect gameplay experiences 

I still love to design children’s game. It has been always my sincere topic.  However, after I discussed 

with Professor SuAnne Fu, I realized that I should focus on my thesis more visually, especially in the 

area of texture mapping and game environments. I start my game career as a texture specialist and 

later become an environment artist. All those experiences allow me to transfer some amazing 

landscapes, architectures from life experience to game world. Thus, I decided to switch my thesis 

focus from children to my specialties.  

 

Texture mapping is a technical terminology used in 3D environments. This method is for adding 

surface details or colors to a 3D modeling.i In general, texture map can be generated by two 

different methods; one is from photo references, another is created by hand.  The first approach is 
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using photo reference and quickly manipulating from the source.  The result is photo realistic but 

less characteristic look. The second approach is hand-painting textures. Artists have total control in 

texture style and colors. The result is unique and intricate.  However, the processes of hand-painted 

are always tedious and time consuming. Both have their own advantages and disadvantages in game 

productions. 

 

On the other hand, architectures styles in game environment also play important roles in many types 

of games.  Players often immerse in a game environment where architectures make a better believe 

there are such locations in the game world, or it is just a fantasy environment that are completely 

made up by game artists’ imaginations. Regardless what type of game, players are likely to 

encounter indoor or outdoor environments with various architectures. They can be placed as props 

seen from distant or up close for players to explore around inside the architectures. Either set of 

environments takes player to experience something they can’t do or be in the real world.  Through 

the environments, players will begin their journeys that intend to bring emotional experiences with 

or without a storyline. 

 

Both issues are all involved technical skills and aesthetic senses to support with.  I will detail both of 

these issues clearly in my thesis. 
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Thank You! 

Migo Wu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
i Texture mapping< http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texture_mapping>2011, July,17 
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